Working Bee December 14th 2019
by Terry Lane & Neil Duncan

A good turnout for our last work day for the year,
13 turned up including for the first time Hayley’s
sister Lauren. There was a choice of going on a
walk to the far end of the park or working down
on Main Flat replacing tree frames and clearing
Hemlock at the pump shed ford.
Most elected for the walk and tempting as it was I
don’t think my old knees and Maelor’s crook back
could handle the steep and rough terrain for
hours on end. After signing in the group took off
led by Robert Irvine, Neil reported on the trip.

Grand Tour of the Organ Pipes NP
(Part 1) Saturday 14th December 2019
10 FOOP members had a fascinating walk on the
western sections of the Organ Pipes NP ably led
by Robert Irvine.
Our walk began near the start of the carpark
heading west along the boundary fence. The
serrated tussock and artichoke thistle had been
sprayed along this section so there were few
weeds in the park. About half way along the
boundary there were several young Allocasuarina
plants. As we have had little recruitment of these
plants in the park and the old plants are rapidly
dying off we were pleased to see these healthy
plants, but were they seedlings or the result of
the roots being disturbed and suckers growing
from them?

Loretta next to the stone fence
Were the stones (some quite large) manhandled
up the steep slope or was some machinery used?
We then made our way along Column Gully
following kangaroo tracks up the escarpment
until we were under the power lines and then we
scrambled our way up the scree slope using
serrated tussock for stability (serrated tussock
does have some uses!) to reach the cave.

Steep climb to cave

Cave

2m high young Allocasuarina plants
On reaching the western boundary we followed
the stone wall fence down the steep descent to
Column Gully.

It was at the cave that disaster struck Nick as the
sole of his boot fell off! Emergency supplies of a
strand of rope and a shoe lace held it together to
get to the bottom of the hill before it again fell
apart. A little later in the walk the other sole fell
off – and these were the better pair he thought!

Down from the cave on the gully Claude found
the mistletoe bravely clinging on to the bark of
the red gum.

Robert cutting the Artichoke Thistles

Mistletoe on red gum

From Column Gully we crossed Jacksons Creek
and following the creek came across a very old
wreck of a ute before another steep climb up the
slope to a fenced off area. This area was part of a
grant to fence some Callitris trees to see if they
would regenerate without rabbits eating them. It
was a success with many trees now growing
although slowly.

A forest of young Callitris
As we had climbed some steep slopes it was time
to have a break.

Anyone for a pair of soulless (soleless) boots!

It wasn’t all fun though as Robert had a Target
bag for rubbish which didn’t take too long to fill
and then out came his secateurs to cut the heads
off the artichoke thistles (although Gay took over
this task as time went on)

Robert holds court in a field of serrated tussock.
Around the corner was the patch of Agaves and
Aloes that we had removed about 10 years ago.
Unfortunately they have returned with a
vengeance.

Agaves and Aloes in abundance
It was time to head back down to the creek and
some unusual geological formation without a
name.
Group consisted of Claude, Hayley, Lauren
(Hayley’s sister), and Gay hidden behind Lauren,
Robert, Nick, Moya, Loretta and Sally while Neil
took the photo.

The group below the basalt outcrop.

Opuntia in flower

As the photo was being taken a pair of peregrine
falcons expressed their displeasure at their space
being invaded, but apart from a screech and a fly
past we were not given any more attention.

From the forest we gradually made our way down
to the creek checking out the goats and
kangaroos in the neighbouring property which
was fence to fence covered in serrated tussock!
We were almost to the creek when we came
across the car which had been rolled down the
hill from the private property into the park.

It was time to climb again up to the forest above
Rosette Rock where there were a few cactus
plants with some in flower.

Robert looking for a new wheel for his car
Near the car there was another different cactus
this one very tall as it was taller than Robert.

George Symeou

Opuntia cactus larger than Robert
From here we crossed the creek and then made
our way back to the works depot for a wellearned lunch with Terry, Maelor and George who
had been removing hemlock down at the pump
shed during the morning.
Having done the western section the eastern
section remains to be done another day as part of
the grand tour of the Organ Pipes.

Work on Main Flat and the Pump Shed
Ford
George arrived a little late and missed the tour
group so came along with Maelor and me. We
flattened the frames that are stored in the depot
and loaded up the Ute before heading down the
track to the Organ Pipes and taking the right track
to the area we call Main Flat.

Maelor.

We soon run out of stakes so decided to have a
cuppa before heading off to the ford to tackle the
hemlock.

A lovely part of the park with Poa and this is what
we will be planting next year on Red-Gum Flat
near Rosette Rock. We spread out either fixing up
or replacing frames that were no longer offering
protection from mainly swamp wallabies.

Having never tackled this plant before, Robert
Bender (expert on weeds) gave me the heads up,
“cover up, don’t rub your eyes and wash hands
before handling food.

We drove to the ford and guess who was there to
greet us.

It is really picturesque here and it’s where I have
taken water samples for Waterwatch every
month for the past 14 years.

Looking upstream.
The creek is quite low but still flowing and is very
easy to cross on the stepping stones.

The flood marker was becoming obscured so I
decided to work around this area to clear it.

Back at the depot Georges wife Kiri came by with
their daughter Alexandria and we fired up the
BBQ, perfect timing as the walking group were on
the way back famished after their walk

George decided to go for a walk and have a chat
to a guy that was fishing upstream on the
opposite bank. Maelor and I continued working.
Ranger Steve Cantwell came by in his 4wd and
crossed the creek.
Before long it was time to head back to the depot
for lunch and unload the removed hemlock into
the dump-master bin that Steve had opened for
us.

It’s been a good year with new volunteers joining
up and returning to working bees on a regular
basis. However there are 103 FOOPs members so
only around 10% on average have come to the
work days, be great if more could come along
next year.
Merry Christmas everyone and a Happy New Year
look forward to catching up in February.

